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LIBRARY BOARD AGENDA 
June 28, 2023 at 6:30 PM 

Wilsonville Public Library 

PARTICIPANTS MAY ATTEND THE MEETING AT:  
Library, 8200 SW Wilsonville Road, Wilsonville, Oregon 

Zoom: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82535883540 

TO PARTICIPATE REMOTELY OR PROVIDE PUBLIC COMMENT: 
Register with Molly Muldoon: 

Muldoon@wilsonvillelibrary.org or 503-570-1593 
Individuals may submit comments by 12:00 PM on the day before the meeting date 

via email to the address above, or may mail written comments to: 
Molly Muldoon - Wilsonville Public Library 

8200 SW Wilsonville Road, Wilsonville, OR 97070 

CALL TO ORDER 

1. Roll Call 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF MAY 24, 2023 

ONGOING BUSINESS / CALENDAR ITEMS 

2. Youth Services Report 

3. Librarian's Report 

4. FY24 Work Plan 

5. Policies and Procedures 

6. Review Annual Calendar 

7. Strategic Plan 

8. Friends of the Library Report 

9. Library Foundation Report 

NEW BUSINESS 

ROUND ROBIN 

ADJOURN 
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NEXT MEETING 
Wednesday, July 26, 2023 6:30 PM 

 

Time frames for agenda items are not time certain (i.e. agenda items may be considered earlier than 
indicated). The City will endeavor to provide the following services, without cost, if requested at least 48 
hours prior to the meeting by contacting Molly Muldoon, Administrative Assistant at 503-570-1593 or 
Muldoon@wilsonvillelibrary.org: assistive listening devices (ALD), sign language interpreter, and/or 
bilingual interpreter. Those who need accessibility assistance can contact the City by phone through the 
Federal Information Relay Service at 1-800-877-8339 for TTY/Voice communication. 

Habrá intérpretes disponibles para aquéllas personas que no hablan Inglés, previo acuerdo. Comuníquese 
al 503-570-1593. 
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July 2023- December 2024 Library Work Plan

Goal Outcome Responsibility Timeline Comments/Project

Collection Analysis

Increased inclusivity in the collections Sarah, Jo, Greg

Collections Intern

Ongoing processes for measuring collection

Teen Services

Expand programs, resources, and activities for teens and 'tweens

Determine budgetary needs for FY25 and/or FY26 - both in staffing 

and space

Brad, Jo, Leadership Team Work with Parks and Rec to avoid 

redundancy (they're building a new teen rec 

center)

Children's Patio Improvements

Make the outdoor space more friendly and usable, especially for 

children and caregivers

YS and Leadership Team

Work with parks to determine best practices, ideas, and vendor 

suggestions.

Explore Offsite Book Drop and/or Lockers

Deliverable of a polished proposal for potential FY25 add package 

and implementation plan.

Karen & Leadership Team

Patron Access to Technology

5 year plan with timeline and cost estimates for specialty technology Leadership team and Andy Stone (IT) Create plan for the space we have now, but 

also consider increased space in the future

Establish the library as a place to access technology not available at 

home

Work in tandem with Meeting & Study 

Room Spaces Goal

Meeting & Study Room Spaces

Improved reservations processes for patrons and staff AS & Leadership Team Work with Public Works & IT

IT has put Oak and Rose room tech 

improvements in their FY24 budget

Additional study/meeting space

Telling Our Story

Standardized surveys for programs and events Jo, Greg, Andi, Burton, Leadership Team This could lead into work on marketing plan

Consistent reporting among departments in one location

Implement and use the Library-Gram

Library Sustainability

Look into Solar options TBD Work with Public Works

Create sustainability committee of staff

Determine strategies and standards for collecting patron testimonials 

and gathering feedback from patrons after programs, at outreach 

events, and in-library. 

Identify and promote environmental sustainability within the building. 

Create plan to increase sustainable practices at the library.

Evaluate teen programming. Create strategies to maximize services 

and explore additional FTE needs.  Evaluate teen space and determine 

future needs.

Evaluate collections in terms of allocations of funds, usage, and 

physical space. Readjust allocations as necessary. Using DEI analysis 

at the county level, make sure the collection is meeting or exceeding 

standards for representation.

Create a plan to move forward on improving the children's patio 

space, with possible budget ask in FY25.

Do a complete resource analysis for adding a book drop in 

Charbonneau or other location for FY25 budget add. Explore costs for 

book lockers. Include volunteer needs.

Work with IT to determine patron accessible "specialty technology" 5 

year plan (using strategic planning focus group data) and possible 

new community survey.

Look into and possibly implement new room scheduling software to 

streamline meeting room and study room reservations/payments. 

Explore creating additional study rooms.  Improve study room spaces 

with sound mitigation.
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CITY COUNCIL MEETING
STAFF REPORT

WILSON VILLE
OREGON

item 19.

ISSUE BEFORE COUNCIL:

Consider approval of a civil exclusion policy as a refinement of the City’s current civil exclusion
regulations to allow City staff to administer progressive exclusion consequences based on an
individual’s conduct. The proposed civil exclusion policy is attached as Exhibit A to Resolution No.
3059.

Resolution No. 3059 Staff Report Page 1 of 5
264

Meeting Date: June 19, 2023 Subject: Resolution No. 3059

A Resolution of the City of Wilsonville Approving a Civil
Exclusion Policy

Staff Member: Amanda Guile-Hinman, City Attorney
and Megan Adams, Law Clerk

Department: Legal

Action Required Advisory Board/Commission Recommendation

Motion LI Approval

LI Public Hearing Date: LI Denial

LI Ordinance 1 Reading Date: LI None Forwarded

LI Ordinance 2 Reading Date: Not Applicable

Resolution Comments: N/A

LI Information or Direction

LI Information Only

LI Council Direction

LI Consent Agenda

Staff Recommendation: Approve Resolution No. 3059.

Recommended Language for Motion: I move to approve Resolution No. 3059.

Project / Issue Relates To:

LICouncil Goals/Priorities: LIAdopted Master Plan(s): INot Applicable
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

The City currently has two mechanisms to exclude individuals from City facilities when exhibiting
certain inappropriate behavior in those facilities. However, the City lacks clear guidance for
progressive discipline that is linked to the behavior exhibited. Unlike Wilsonville, many other
cities, and particularly, public libraries, have progressive civil exclusion policies as a resource for
individuals’ disruptive conduct. As a tangent to the City’s recent Wilsonville Code update
regarding camping for survival, City staff identified the need for a more comprehensive, nuanced,
and uniform policy for civil exclusions from City facilities, particularly the library and parks and
recreation buildings and parks.

At the June 5, 2023 work session, Council reviewed a draft of the proposed civil exclusion policy.
This staff report reviews current civil exclusion regulations, provides an overview of the proposed
civil exclusion policy, and highlights the revisions to the proposed policy since the June 5, 2023
work session.

I. Current Civil Exclusion Regulations

A. Wilsonville Code 10.540

Wilsonville Code (WC) 10.540 states that a person may be excluded from city property for
violating “any applicable provision of law or regulation in or on any City Property from that City
Property....” WC 10.540(2). Generally, a warning must first be given, but then the civil exclusion
is issued for the following time periods:

• First offense within a two-year period: 30-day exclusion

• Second offense within a two-year period: 90-day exclusion

• Third (or more) offense within a two year period: 180-day exclusion

There is no provision that allows for a shorter exclusion period than 30 days, and, while the
provision covers “any applicable provision of law or regulation,” it is unclear whether certain
disruptive conduct, such as continually making loud noises in the library or leaving personal items
unattended, would be subject to the Code provision. Furthermore, the Code is, at best, unclear
if an individual is only excluded from the one City facility where the disruptive conduct occurred
or excluded from all City facilities. At times, staff encounter situations where an individual is
disruptive in one City facility, told to leave, and then enters another City facility and continues to
engage in the disruptive behavior.

B. Clackamas County Sheriff’s Office Exclusion Program

Since the City contracts with the Clackamas County Sheriff’s Office (CCSO), the City may also
utilize CCSO’s exclusion program. The CCSO exclusion program is a means to potentially charge
individuals with criminal trespass when they engage in certain conduct and refuse to leave a
premises. While the City has utilized this program, staff identified the need for intermediate steps
that allow for shorter term exclusions and exclusions across all City facilities when an individual

Resolution No. 3059 Staff Report Page 2 of 5
265
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Item 19.

is engaging in disruptive conduct at multiple City facilities. City staff also seek authorization to
enforce an exclusion policy without requiring a police response.

II. Proposed Civil Exclusion Policy

The proposed civil exclusion policy is attached as Exhibit A to Resolution No. 3059. The policy
breaks Conduct Violations into three (3) categories: disruptive personal conduct, disruptive
property conduct, and criminal violations. The personal conduct and property conduct violations
were developed by examining other cities’ and other public libraries’ exclusion policies. The
criminal violations were also derived from other exclusion policies as well as the violations listed
in WC 10.540(4.

The proposed policy explains that an individual may be excluded from all City property (not just
the particular City facility where the violation occurred) if any of the following circumstances
exist: (a) the individual engages in one or more of the Conduct Violations on different City
Properties within the same day or within a previously imposed exclusion period; (b) the individual
commits more than one of the disruptive personal or property conduct violations (Conduct
Violations 1-21); (c) the individual commits any of the criminal violations (Conduct Violations 22-
43); or (d) the individual demonstrates intentional or willful disregard of patrons, employees, or
City Property when engaging in any of the Conduct Violations or when receiving compliance
instructions from City employees or Excluding Officers.

The policy also states that repeated violations will lead to longer exclusion periods. It further
notes that any civil exclusions may be in addition to other criminal penalties, orders, or exclusions
issued by law enforcement or courts.

As discussed in more detail in Section III below, the proposed policy provides a dual track for
appeals where an individual may either have their exclusion appeal heard by the City Manager
or by the Municipal Court. These appeals are the only local process that an individual may pursue
before seeking a remedy in court.

The shortest exclusion period provided in the policy is for the remainder of the day, and is for
disruptive personal conduct and disruptive conduct regarding property such as leaving trash,
inappropriate use of the public restrooms, and blocking access to facility services.

Criminal conduct, depending on the type of conduct, will result in an immediate exclusion for the
remainder of the day without warning, an immediate exclusion for seven (7) days without
warning, or an immediate exclusion for 30 days. The policy does not contemplate a first offense
as having a longer period than 30 days due to the limitations stated in WC 10.540(3), which states
that a first offense will result in a 30-day exclusion. This minimum exclusion does not preclude
the abilityto use longer exclusion timeframes in the Wilsonville Code, the CCSO program, or other
legal remedies, but provides some flexibility for City employees to respond based on the nature
of the conduct and the circumstances of the particular incident.

Resolution No. 3059 Staff Report Page 3 of 5
266
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Ill. Revisions Since Work Session

Attachment 2 attached hereto shows the revisions made to the policy since the version provided
to Council at the June 5, 2023 work session. Below is a summary of the revisions made.

• Excluded sidewalks and rights-of-way from the “City Property” definition because the City

cannot exclude people from traveling on a sidewalk or street. The City has other

regulations, in addition to state statutes, that outline offenses and related consequences
for conduct on City streets and sidewalks (e.g., littering).

• Council sought language for exclusion from all City Property when one incident is severe
enough to warrant such an exclusion. Staff added language that intentional or willful

disregard of patrons, employees, or City Property when engaging in a Conduct Violation

may cause an exclusion from all City Property.

• For added flexibility for staff depending on the situation, the policy now states that an

Excluding Officer may issue an exclusion for a duration up to and including the number of
days stated for an offense. Staff recognized that there are times when an individual may
need to be excluded for the remainder of the day on one occasion and again need to be

excluded months later, but the conduct does not warrant a more severe exclusion.

• Employees noted that a person may be excluded and leave before the employee can

communicate this to the person. The policy now has language regarding notice that the
Excluding Officer needs to provide notice as soon thereafter to the fullest extent possible.

• Council discussed a dual track appeal process in recognition of the shorter appeal period
that this policy provides. As such, the policy now allows an individual to either appeal to

the City Manager or the Municipal Court, with specific requirements for each. The policy

also explains that the next step after a decision from either the Municipal Court or the
City Manager is a writ of review in circuit court pursuant to ORS 34.010 through 34.102.

• The matrix of offenses generally remained unchanged except as to the following:

o Minor grammatical and formatting changes

o Removal of duplicative offenses

o Clarifying cannabis violation as to only smoking or otherwise using any cannabis

products that are prohibited from use on City Property

o Increasing the allowed exclusion period for certain criminal conduct, such as

disorderly conduct, homicide, assault, kidnapping, coercion, sexual offenses,

invasion of privacy, stalking, extortion, money laundering, arson, criminal

mischief, and animal abuse
o Clarifying that the firearm possession does not apply to individuals who are

licensed to carry concealed handguns, as stated in CR5 166.370(3)(g)

Resolution No. 3059 Staff Report Page 4 of 5
267
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EXPECTED RESULTS:

Clearer guidance for City employees and patrons of City facilities regarding rules of conduct and
consequences for violating such rules.

TIMELINE:

Staff recommends that this refined civil exclusion policy be implemented concurrent with the
effective date of the City’s new regulations governing camping for survival, which is July 1, 2023.

CURRENT YEAR BUDGET IMPACTS:

N/A

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT PROCESS:

N/A

POTENTIAL IMPACTS OR BENEFIT TO THE COMMUNITY:

Disruptions, particularly at the Library, Community Center, and City Parks, have demonstrated a
need for clearer regulations and processes when individuals are engaging in the disruptive
conduct. A policy that has flexibility with duration of the exclusion based on the conduct and
circumstances will mean that situations can be handled without law enforcement involvement.

ALTERNATIVES:

Continue to process civil exclusions through WC 10.540 and the CCSO policy.

CITY MANAGER COMMENT:

N/A

ATTACHMENTS:

1. Resolution No. 3059
A. Civil Exclusion Policy

2. Redline of Revisions to Policy Since June 5, 2023 Work Session

Resolution No. 3059 Staff Report Page 5 of 5
268
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RESOLUTION NO. 3059

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY OF WILSONVILLE APPROVING A CIVIL EXCLUSION POLICY

FOR CITY FACILITIES.

WHEREAS, Wilsonville Code (WC) 10.540 provides broad authority for the City to issue a

civil exclusion against an individual who violates any Code provisions, ordinances, or criminal or

traffic laws while on City property; and

WHEREAS, WC 10.540 establishes a minimum exclusion period of 30 days; and

WHEREAS, there is currently no Code provision that establishes the parameters for a

shorter exclusion period; and

WHEREAS, ongoing disruptive conduct in City facilities that may not be explicitly

prohibited in City Code or ordinances should be subject to an exclusion policy; and

WHEREAS, when individuals engage in disruptive or prohibited conduct in a City facility,

the City should have a policy that addresses exclusions in other City facilities; and

WHEREAS, City employees should have authority to issue exclusions without involvement

of law enforcement when an individual is disruptive but not engaging in criminal conduct.

NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY OF WILSONVILLE RESOLVES AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. Findings. The above-stated recitals are incorporated as findings, along with

the staff report accompanying this Resolution.

Section 2. The Civil Exclusion Policy attached hereto and incorporated by reference

herein as Exhibit A is approved as the City of Wilsonville Exclusion Policy.

Section 3. Effective Date. This Resolution is effective beginning July 1, 2023.

ADOPTED by the Wilsonville City Council at a regular meeting thereof this 19th day of

June, 2023, and filed with the Wilsonville City Recorder this date.

JULIE FITZGERALD, MAYOR

RESOLUTION NO. 3059 Page 1 of 2
269
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ATTEST:

Kimberly Veliz, City Recorder

SUMMARY OF VOTES:

Mayor Fitzgerald

Council President Akervall

Councilor Linville

Councilor Berry

Councilor Dunwell

EXHIBITS:

A. City of Wilsonville Civil Exclusion Policy

RESOLUTION NO. 3059 Page 2 of 2
270
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City of Wilsonville’s Civil Exclusion Policy

Effective July 1, 2023

Exclusion Generally:

The following conduct is prohibited on the City of Wilsonville’s property as authorized

by the City Manager. Wilsonville Code (WC) 10.540. “City Property” means any property,

including but not limited to parks, greenways, libraries, buildings, parking lots, or other

land or physical structures owned by the City, but excluding City-owned sidewalks and

rights-of-way. Persons who violate rules outlined below (“Conduct Violations”) may be

subject to the penalties set forth herein.

Engaging in more than one of the Conduct Violations 1-21 below or any Conduct

Violations listed in rules 22-43 may be cause for immediate exclusion as well as criminal

penalty. Engaging in: (a) one or more of the Conduct Violations on different City

Properties within the same day or within a previously imposed exclusion period; (b)

more than one of the Conduct Violations 1-21 below; (c) any Conduct Violations listed in

rules 22-43; or (d) demonstrating intentional or willful disregard of patrons, employees,

or City Property when engaging in Conduct Violation(s) or when receiving compliance

instructions from City employees or Excluding Officers may be cause for exclusion from

all City Property for a period of one day to one year, dependent on the number and

severity of the Conduct Violation(s). An “Excluding Officer” is defined as any police

officer or City employee who is authorized by the City Manager to issue exclusions. An

Excluding Officer may issue exclusions for durations up to and including the number of

days stated for an offense.

Repeat Offenses:

Individuals who repeatedly engage in Conduct Violations after having been previously

excluded for Conduct Violations will face longer exclusions. Repeat offenders need not

violate the same rule, nor violate rules in the same facility, to be subject to stricter

enforcement and may not be warned that their conduct is inappropriate before being

excluded.

Exclusion Regarding Criminal Conduct:

The City of Wilsonville may issue a civil exclusion in addition to any criminal penalties,

orders, or exclusions issued by law enforcement and/or courts.

Exhibit A to Resolution No. 3059 1
271
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Written Notice:

Written notice signed by the Excluding Officer shall be given to any person excluded

from any City Property when the exclusion period is longer than the remainder of the

day. Excluding Officers will attempt to provide written notice to the fullest extent

possible at the time of issuing the exclusion. If an individual has left the City Property

before the notice may be provided to the individual, the Excluding Officer will provide

the notice as soon as reasonably possible thereafter. The notice shall specify: (a) the

date of the exclusion’s issuance; (b) length of exclusion; (c) City Property from which the

person is excluded; (d) identify the provision of law the person has violated and shall

contain a brief description of the offending conduct; (e) inform the excluded person of

the right to appeal, including the time limit and the place of delivering the appeal; (f)

inform the excluded person of the right to petition for a waiver of all or any portion of

the exclusion; and (g) the consequences for failure to comply shall be prominently

displayed on the notice.

Appeal Procedure:

A person receiving such notice of exclusion may appeal the exclusion to either: (1) the

Wilsonville City Manager; or (2) the Wilsonville Municipal Court. The appellant is

prohibited from appealing to both the City Manager and the Wilsonville Municipal

Court. If an individual submits an appeal to both, whichever receives the appeal first will

consider the appeal and the other appeal will be summarily dismissed. If an appeal is

submitted simultaneously to both, the appeal will be considered by the City Manager

and the appeal to the Municipal Court will be summarily dismissed without a hearing.

Appeal to City Manager:

If an individual elects to appeal to the City Manager, the appellant must submit, in

writing, to the City Manager, not later than seven (7) days after the exclusion or

issuance of the exclusion notice (if provided after the beginning of the exclusion period),

the following information: (a) appellant’s name, contact information (address,

telephone number, email, and any other information as a means to contact the

individual); (b) the exclusion the appellant is appealing; and (c) appellant’s reason(s)

why the exclusion should be rescinded. The written appeal must be submitted by at

least one of the following means: (a) hand-delivery at Wilsonville City HaIl, 29799 SW

Town Center Loop East, Wilsonville, Oregon 97070; (b) email to:

Administration@ci.wilsonville.or.us; or (c) first-class mail to City of Wilsonville,

Exhibit A to Resolution No. 3059 2
272
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attention: City Manager, 29799 SW Town Center Loop East, Wilsonville, Oregon 97070.

For appeals sent via first-class mail, the appellant bears the responsibility to ensure the

appeal is received by the City within the seven-day appeal period. Any untimely appeals

will be summarily dismissed without further consideration.

For all timely submitted appeals, the City Manager will decide whether to uphold,

rescind, or modify the exclusion not later than two (2) Business Days after receipt of the

appeal. For clarity, the day the appeal is submitted does not count toward the two-

Business-Day period. “Business Day” means any day Wilsonville City Hall is open to

transact business.

The City Manager will rescind the exclusion upon a showing that: (1) it was more likely

than not that the excluded individual did not commit the Conduct Violation(s); or (2) the

excluded individual was engaged in the lawful exercise of any right or privilege

guaranteed under the United States Constitution, Constitution of the State of Oregon,

or any other law. The City Manager may seek evidence from the Excluding Officer to aid

in the City Manager’s decision. The City Manager’s decision will be provided to the email

and/or mailing address provided by the individual.

Appeal to Municipal Court:

If an individual elects to appeal to the Wilsonville Municipal Court, the appellant must

submit, in writing, to the Municipal Court, not later than seven (7) days after the

exclusion or issuance of the exclusion notice (if provided after the beginning of the

exclusion period), the following information: (a) appellant’s name, contact information

(address, telephone number, email, and any other information as a means to contact

the individual); and (b) the exclusion the appellant is appealing. An evidentiary hearing

shall be held at the next regularly scheduled session of the Wilsonville Municipal Court.

The Excluding Officer will be provided the opportunity to attend the hearing and to

present evidence to support issuing the exclusion. The excluded individual may request,

in writing, setting forth the reason therefor, that the hearing be postponed, and the

Municipal Court shall grant such a postponement upon a showing of necessity. The

Municipal Court shall dismiss the exclusion upon a showing that: (1) it was more likely

than not that the excluded individual did not commit the Conduct Violation(s); or (2) the

excluded individual was engaged in the lawful exercise of any right or privilege

Exhibit A to Resolution No. 3059 3
273
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guaranteed under the United States Constitution, Constitution of the State of Oregon,

or any other law.

Writ of Review:

The decision of the City Manager or the Municipal Court may be reviewed via a writ of

review process provided in ORS 34.010 through 34. 102.

Exclusions during an Election:

To ensure eligible voters are not excluded, a maximum of two hours shall be permitted

to anyone issued a notice of exclusion in order to participate in an election facilitated on

City property.

Exhibit A to Resolution No. 3059 4
274
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Table of Contents:

Tier 1: Disruptive Personal Conduct .5

Tier 2: Disruptive Property Violations 9

Tier 3: Criminal Violations 10

Tier 1: Disruptive Personal Conduct

Consequences (Exclusion Period)

U Violation 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Violation Violation Violation Violation Violation

Excessive odor, either because Asked to leave Excluded Excluded If within If within

of poor personal hygiene or until resolved for 7 Days For 30 two years two years

excessive cologne/perfume Days before before the
thedate dateofthe
of the present
present exclusion
exclusion, 180 days
90 days

2 Disruptive cell phone use Warning Excluded Excluded If within If within
Given; and if for 7 Days For 30 two years two years
Continued, Days before before the
Exclusion for the date date of the
Remainder of of the present
Day present exclusion

exclusion, 180 days
90 days

3 Loud Noises, including but not Warning Excluded Excluded If within If within

limited to shouting, snoring, Given; and if for 7 Days For 30 two years two years

and impermissible audio Continued, Days before before the

equipment use Exclusion for the date date of the
Remainder of of the present

Day present exclusion
exclusion, 180 days
90 days

Exhibit A to Resolution No. 3059 5
275
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4 Disregarding the direction of Warning Excluded Excluded If within If within
facility staff Given; and if for 7 Days For 30 two years two years

Continued, Days before before the
Exclusion for the date date of the
Remainderof of the present
Day present exclusion

exclusion, 180 days
90 days

5 Verbal or written abuse Warning Excluded Excluded If within If within
directed toward staff or patrons Given; and if for 7 Days For 30 two years two years

Continued, Days before before the
Exclusion for the date date of the
Remainderof of the present
Day present exclusion

exclusion, 180 days
90 days

6 Behavior that endangers other Warning Excluded Excluded If within If within
Patrons and/or Staff Given; and if for 7 Days For 30 two years two years

Continued, Days before before the
Exclusion for the date date of the
Remainder of of the present
Day present exclusion

exclusion, 180 days
90 days

7 Solicitation of any kind, except Warning Excluded Excluded If within If within
in dedicated areas Given; and if for 7 Days For 30 two years two years

Continued, Days before before the
Exclusion for the date date of the
Remainderof of the present
Day present exclusion

exclusion, 180 days
90 days

8 UseofTobacco,Cigarettes, Warning Excluded Excluded If within If within
e-cigarettes, or Vape Pens Given; and if for 7 Days For 30 two years two years

Continued, Days before before the
Exclusion for the date date of the
Remainder of of the present
Day present exclusion

exclusion, 180 days
90 days

Exhibit A to Resolution No. 3059 6
276
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9 Leaving Personal Warning Excluded Excluded If within If within
Items unattended Given; and if for 7 Days For 30 two years two years

Continued, Days before before the
Exclusion for the date date of the
Remainder of of the present
Day present exclusion

exclusion, 180 days
90 days

10 Disruptive eating (consuming Warning Excluded Excluded If within If within
food that is loud or messy, Given; and if for One For 30 two years two years
more than a quick tidy snack) Continued, Week Days before before the

Exclusion for the date date of the
Remainder of of the present
Day present exclusion

exclusion, 180 days
90 days

11 Leaving trash or food waste in Warning Excluded Excluded If within If within
the facility (except in Given; and if for 7 Days For 30 two years two years
designated garbage Continued, Days before before the
receptacles) Exclusion for the date date of the

Remainder of of the present
Day present exclusion

exclusion, 180 days
90 days

12 Entering or remaining on facility Warning Excluded Excluded If within If within
premises with belongings that Given; and if for 7 Days For 30 two years two years
cannot be carried in a single trip Continued, Days before before the
and stored under a chair or Exclusion for the date date of the
table without disturbing others Remainder of of the present

Day present exclusion
exclusion, 180 days
90 days

13 Using restrooms for bathing, Warning Excluded Excluded If within If within
washing hair, shaving, washing Given; and if for 7 Days For 30 two years two years
laundry, or other improper use Continued, Days before before the

Exclusion for the date date of the
Remainder of of the present
Day present exclusion

exclusion, 180 days
90 days

Exhibit A to Resolution No. 3059 7
277
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14 Significantly rearranging or Warning Excluded Excluded If within If within
moving furniture or materials Given; and if for 7 Days For 30 two years two years
without returning them. Continued, Days before before the

Exclusion for the date date of the
Remainderof of the present
Day present exclusion

exclusion, 180 days
90 days

15 Laying on the floor for the Warning Excluded Excluded If within If within
purpose of sleeping Given; and if for 7 Days For 30 two years two years

Continued, Days before before the
Exclusion for the date date of the
Remainderof of the present
Day present exclusion

exclusion, 180 days
90 days

16 Bringing animals into the facility Warning Excluded Excluded If within If within
(Except Service Animals) Given; and if for 7 Days For 30 two years two years

Continued, Days before before the
Exclusion for the date date of the
Remainder of of the present
Day present exclusion

exclusion, 180 days
90 days

17 Skateboarding in a prohibited Warning Excluded Excluded If within If within
area Given; and if for 7 Days For 30 two years two years

Continued, Days before before the
(Wilsonville City Code 10.420) Exclusion for the date date of the

Remainderof of the present
Day present exclusion

exclusion, 180 days
90 days

18 Using rooms, materials, and/or Warning Excluded Excluded If within If within
furniture for purposes for which Given; and if for 7 Days For 30 two years two years
they are not intended Continued, Days before before the

Exclusion for the date date of the
Remainder of of the present
Day present exclusion

exclusion, 180 days
90 days

Exhibit Ato Resolution No. 3059 8
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19 Any other Disruptive behavior Warning Excluded Excluded If within If within

defined as conduct that Given; and if for 7 Days For 30 two years two years
interferes with: Continued, Days before before the

(a) Normal facility Exclusion for the date date of the

operations; and/or Remainder of of the present
(b) Staff’s ability to do their Day present exclusion

job; and! or exclusion, 180 days

Another patron’s ability to use a 90 days
facility.

Tier 2: Disruptive Property Violations

Consequences (Exclusion Period)

# Violation 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Violation Violation Violation Violation Violation

20 Blocking access to Facility Warning Excluded Excluded If within If within

Services Given; and if for 7 Days For 30 two years two years
Continued, Days before before the
Exclusion for the date date of the
Remainder of of the present
Day present exclusion

exclusion, 180 days
90 days

21 Inflicting damage to City facility Warning Excluded Excluded If within If within
or a facility’s property Given; and if for 7 Days For 30 two years two years

Continued, Days before before the

Exclusion for the date date of the
Remainder of of the present
Day present exclusion

exclusion, 180 days
90 days

Exhibit A to Resolution No. 3059 9
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Tier 3: Criminal Violations

Consequences (Exclusion Period)

# Violation 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Violation Violation Violation Violation Violation

22 Refusing to leave the facility Immediate Excluded Excluded If within If within
when asked to do so Exclusion with for 7 Days For 30 two years two years

No Warning Days before before the
the date date of the
of the present
present exclusion,
exclusion, 180 days
90 days

23 Harassment of staff or other Immediate Excluded Excluded If within If within
Patrons Exclusion with for 7 Days For 30 two years two years

No Warning Days before before the
the date date of the
of the present
present exclusion,
exclusion, 180 days
90 days

24 Intoxication: Immediate Excluded Excluded If within If within
Including exhibiting any signs of Exclusion with for 7 Days For 30 two years two years
or being under the influence; No Warning Days before before the
being under the influence of the date date of the
any controlled substance listed of the present
in Schedules I-V of the present exclusion,
Controlled Substances Act, 21 exclusion, 180 days
U.S.C. §812 90 days
(ORS 475; Wilsonville City Code
10.300)

25 Selling or Distributing of Immediate Excluded Excluded If within If within
Cannabis, Alcohol or any illegal Exclusion for 7 for 30 Days For 60 two years two years
substances; smoking or using Days with No Days before before the
any cannabis products that are Warning the date date of the
prohibited from use on City of the present
Property or in City facilities, present exclusion,

exclusion, 180 days
90 days

Exhibit A to Resolution No. 3059 10
280
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26 Engaging in Conduct that is Immediate Excluded Excluded If within If within
classified as theft such as Exclusion for 7 for 30 Days For 60 two years two years
taking, appropriating, or Days with No Days before before the
withholding property from a Warning the date date of the
patron or a city facility, of the present

present exclusion,
(ORS 164055) exclusion, 180 days

90 days

27 Engaging in disorderly conduct Immediate Excluded Excluded If within If within
by intentionally causing public Exclusion for 7 for 30 Days For 60 two years two years
inconvenience or alarm, pulling Days with No Days before before the
a fire alarm when there is no Warning the date date of the
emergency, circulating a of the present
knowingly false report, inciting present exclusion,
a riot, exclusion, 180 days
(ORS 166.023; ORS 166.715) 90 days

28 Engaging in Sexual Conduct Immediate Excluded If within If within If within
including but not limited to Exclusion for for 60 Days two years two years two years
indecent exposure or physical 30 Days with before the before before the
contact through clothing for No Warning date of the date date of the
sexual gratification or the of the present
disregarding another person’s present present exclusion, 1
reasonable expectation of exclusion, exclusion, year.
privacy. 90 days 180 days
(ORS 167.060; ORS 163.070)

29 Attempting to bribe a public Immediate Excluded Excluded If within If within
servant/employee with the Exclusion for 7 for 30 Days For 60 two years two years
intent to assert influence. Days with No Days before before the

Warning the date date of the
(ORS 162) of the present

present exclusion,
exclusion, 180 days
90 days

Exhibit A to Resolution No. 3059 11
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Item 19.

30 Engaging in Conduct including: Immediate Excluded If within If within If within
(1) Homicide Exclusion for for 60 Days two years two years two years
(2) Assault and Related 30 Days with before the before before the

Offenses No Warning date of the date date of the
(3) Kidnapping and Related the of the present

Offenses present present exclusion, 1
(4) Coercion exclusion, exclusion, year.
(5) SexualOffenses 90days l8odays
(6) Invasion of Privacy
(7) Stalking

(ORS 163)

31 Engaging in conduct such as Immediate Excluded If within If within If within
extortion, money laundering, Exclusion for for 60 Days two years two years two years
arson, criminal mischief, graffiti, 30 Days with before the before before the
littering or other criminal No Warning date of the date date of the
offenses regarding the the of the present
destruction of city property. present present exclusion, 1
(ORS 164) exclusion, exclusion, year

90 days 180 days

32 Engaging in Conduct that is Immediate Excluded Excluded If within If within
fraudulent or deceptive such as Exclusion for 7 for 30 Days For 60 two years two years
forgery, fraudulent use of a Days with No Days before before the
credit card, falsifying a record, Warning the date date of the
misrepresentation of age, of the present
misrepresentation of identity. present exclusion,

exclusion, 180 days
(ORS 165) 90 days

33 Possession of a firearm, Immediate Excluded Excluded If within If within
destructive device, ammunition, Exclusion for 7 for 30 Days For 60 two years two years
or body armor on city property. Days with No Days before before the
(Not applicable to persons Warning the date date of the
licensed to carry a concealed of the present
handgun)(ORS 166.370(3)(g)) present exclusion,

exclusion, 180 days
90 days

34 Engaging in Conduct that is Immediate Excluded If within If within If within
abusive of animals, creates a Exclusion for for 60 Days two years two years two years
hazard, obscene, promotes 30 Days with before the before before the
gambling, or prostitution No Warning date of the date date of the

the of the present
(CR5 167) present present exclusion, 1

exclusion, exclusion, year
90days l80days

Exhibit A to Resolution No. 3059 12
282
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35 Conduct in which a person Immediate Excluded Excluded If within If within
below the age of 21 years old Exclusion for 7 for 30 Days For 60 two years two years
attempts to purchase, acquire, Days with No Days before before the
or possess any form of alcoholic Warning the date date of the
liquor, of the present

present exclusion,
(Wilsonville City Code 10.130) exclusion, 180 days

90 days

36 Allow a dog to be off leash or at Immediate Excluded Excluded If within If within
large in any public street, park, Exclusion for 7 for 30 Days For 60 two years two years
or other city facility unless it is a Days with No Days before before the
designated are for off leash Warning the date date of the
animals, or the dog is a service of the present
animal. The owner is present exclusion,
responsible for all fecal matter exclusion, 180 days
collection and any behaviors of 90 days
the animal.
(Wilsonville City Code
10.220;10.240)

37 Engaging in conduct that harms Immediate Excluded Excluded If within If within
or kills birds or any animal Exclusion with for 7 Days For 30 two years two years
without consent in the form of No Warning Days before before the
a written motion from the City the date date of the
Council approving/designating of the present
such animal as a nuisance. present exclusion,

exclusion, 180 days
(Wilsonville City Code 10.230) 90 days

38 Engaging in conduct in which a Immediate Excluded Excluded If within If within
person requests an immediate Exclusion with for 7 Days For 30 two years two years
donation of money or any other No Warning Days before before the
gratuity from another person, the date date of the
and includes seeking donations: of the present
(a) By vocal appeal or for music, present exclusion,
singing, or other street exclusion, 180 days
performance; (b) When the 90 days
person being solicited receives
an item of little or no monetary
value in exchange for a
donation, under circumstances
where a reasonable person
would understand that the
transaction is in substance a
donation.
(Wilsonville City Code 10.310)

Exhibit A to Resolution No. 3059 13
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39 Spitting upon a public sidewalk Immediate Excluded Excluded If within If within
or street, or in a public facility, Exclusion with for 7 Days For 30 two years two years
except in receptacles No Warning Days before before the
designated for that purpose. the date date of the
Urinating or defecating in public of the present
unless it is in an appropriately present exclusion,
designated bathroom facility, exclusion, 180 days
(Wilsonville City Code 10.350) 90 days

40 Engaging in conduct of Immediate Excluded Excluded If within If within
destroying or injuring any Exclusion with for 7 Days For 30 two years two years
property of the City. No Warning Days before before the

the date date of the
(Wilsonville City Code 10.350) of the present

present exclusion,
exclusion, 180 days
90 days

41 Intentionally defacing or tearing Immediate Excluded Excluded If within If within
down any notice, bulletin, or Exclusion for 7 for 30 Days For 60 two years two years
sign before its date of Days with No Days before before the
expiration; or posting of any Warning the date date of the
unauthorized posters. of the present

present exclusion,
(Wilsonville City Code 10.390) exclusion, 180 days

90 days

42 Engaging in conduct of jumping, Immediate Excluded Excluded If within If within
climbing, or diving from the Exclusion for 7 for 30 Days For 60 two years two years
public pilings at the boat dock Days with No Days before before the
or swimming dock at the Warning the date date of the
Wilsonville Memorial Park or of the present
Boone’s Ferry Park. present exclusion,

exclusion, 180 days
(Wilsonville City Code 10.425) 90 days

43 Promoting an individual to Immediate Excluded Excluded If within If within
commit any of the offenses Exclusion with for 7 Days For 30 two years two years
specifically prohibited in the No Warning Days before before the
City code, the date date of the

of the present
(Wilsonville City Code present exclusion,
10.510) exclusion, 180 days

90 days

Exhibit A to Resolution No. 3059 14
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LIBRARY BOARD CALENDAR 2023-24 
 

JULY (In Person) 
 
· Election of officers (fiscal 

year 2024) 
· Library Tour 
· ALA Standards Review 

 

AUGUST 
 

· OLA membership renewal 
· Banned Book Week 
· Year End Budget Review 

 

SEPTEMBER 
 
· Community Survey Results 

 

OCTOBER 
 
· SWOT Analysis 

 

NOVEMBER 
NO IN PERSON MEETING 

 
· Librarian’s report distributed 

via e-mail 
 

DECEMBER 
(MEET FIRST WEEK) 

 
· Initial FY25 Budget Discussion 
· Annual Library Report 

 

JANUARY (In Person) 
 

· FY24 Budget Half Year 
Update 

· Anniversary of Library 42th! 
· (February 14, 1982) 

 

FEBRUARY 
 

· Annual Board Report Card 
· Strategic Plan 
· State Standards Review 

 

MARCH 
 

· Review/Evaluate Board 
functioning 

· Notify Council of expiring 
terms 

· Staff visitor 
 

APRIL 
 
· OLA conference 
· Review FY24 Budget 

 

MAY 
 

· Policies and Procedures 
· City Budget Committee           

meetings 
· SRP Program Overview 

 

JUNE 
 
· Policies and Procedures 
· Review annual calendar 
· Strategic Plan 

 

Adopted  
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Strategic Plan Progress Report FY23 

Key:   

Green = Started/In-Progress 

Purple = In Work Plan 2024 (July 2023-December 2024) 

Yellow = Future Work  

 

Goal 1:  Enhance Services and Resources 

Strategies: 

1. Expand programs, resources, and activities for teens and ‘tweens 

Work Plan 2024 

2. Examine and analyze broad use of collections and make changes which could include: 

a. Expanding Spanish and other language and cultural materials 

Moved Spanish and other language materials to more central location. Plans to bolster 

existing collections and add languages. Hope to fill the Outreach Librarian position in 

FY24 and that person will be the selector of Spanish materials. 

b. Growing digital and downloadable materials and resources 

Added Hoopla in FY22 and increased budget in FY24. In FY24 increased Libby budget by 

8% on both county and state levels. 

3. Evaluate demand for online service delivery versus physical collection and services and 

redistribute budget allocations as needed. 

While digital material use has slowed post-pandemic, it continues to increase and there are long 

holds queues for digital materials. More budget has been allocated to both Hoopla and Libby, 

but more is needed on a consortium-level to really impact holds. This is ongoing. 

4. Expand scope of adult programming to meet the needs of varied interests and age groups 

Adult programming has come back from the pandemic in a big way, offering a wider variety of 

programs. Still needed is a ROI analysis on fewer programs vs. more variety. ROI analysis will 

include a community survey and analysis of current programming. 

 

5. Establish the library as a place to access technology not available at home. 

New digital microfilm machine purchased in FY 23. Should be available to the public in summer 

or fall 2023. A new Geochron was added. Public computers were upgraded in FY23. 

Work Plan 2024 

6. Create a plan to incorporate technology for meeting rooms and collaborative spaces  

Work Plan 2024 

 

Goal 2:  Raise Awareness and Promotion of the Library  

This goal is on hold until we have the capacity for a holistic approach. However, we will work towards 

this goal incrementally throughout the year. 

Grant in process for a Book Bike. Grant awarded for a permanent Storywalk. Custom library card for 

national Library Card Sign-up planned for 2023. Swag budget created for FY 2024. 
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Goal 3: Extend Access to Library Services 

Strategies: 

1. Deepen and extend partnerships with local schools 

This is ongoing, but staff has restarted school visits, hosted an open house for teachers and 

teacher librarians, hosted family nights, and attended the school district’s equity summit 

2. Evaluate and explore changing/adding the hours when programs, especially for younger 

children, are offered to better accommodate a variety of schedules. 

Focus groups indicated that families wanted more family programming on weekends. The 

Friends have agreed to fund monthly weekend programs during the school year beginning fall 

2023.  

 

Community programming survey and analysis of current programming targeted for summer 

2023. 

 

3. Explore/find options to remove or lessen the impact of library fines 

Beginning in July, 2023, fines will be reduced to $.10/day/item and the overdue limit will be $1. 

Staff have also started handing out fine voucher at various outreach events and hosting in-

library events where fines are waived (library birthday, family nights). We also hope to 

implement a new Fines for Food campaign in September to benefit Wilsonville Community 

Sharing. 

4. Expand outreach to and involvement with the Latinx Community 

We are hoping to make progress on this one when we get a new outreach librarian. In the 

meantime we have set up a library at Autumn Park, make regular visits to Autumn Park, and 

have moved our Spanish collection to a more central location. LINCC is adding notification 

options in Spanish for patrons. The city has reinstated it’s language certification testing, which 

compensates staff for language skills. 

5. Broaden community partnerships, especially in the areas of social and mental health services 

and cultural/literary programming. 

We have started partnerships with Brenda Evans, who now does nightly walks through the 

library to connect users with services. We also have started attending local service provider 

meetings hosted by Heart of the City. 

 

Goal 4:  Improve Physical Spaces 

Strategies: 

1. Rework, enhance, and possibly expand the teen area 

Acoustic wall and ceiling hangings have been purchased and will be installed in Fall 2023. 

Work Plan 2024  

2. Evaluate current public computer use and consider options for patron privacy and mobility. 
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AS team discussed number of computers and privacy and landed on having public computers 

near the reference desk for patron assistance and to make sure computer use agreements are 

followed.  

3. Make the outdoor space more friendly and usable, especially for children and caregivers. 

Work Plan 2024 

4. Explore options for adding small meeting rooms 

Work Plan 2024, although this work could continue on as we explore Goal 4 Strategy 7 

5. Improve signage and wayfinding tools for patrons inside the Library 

Felt Hat should wrap this up summer 2023 

6. Designate a gender neutral bathroom 

This is in the Facilities Master Plan and will largely follow that timeline. In the meantime, we will 

make sure the children’s restroom is labeled as gender neutral. 

7. Explore options for using unused land near parking lot 

This will be later in our strategic planning process as it is a bigger project, for which we will need 

a lot of staff time, likely a consultant, and a budget plan. It’s also tied into the Facilities Master 

Plan.  

8. Identify and promote environmental sustainability within the building 

Work Plan 2024, though we have started with some initiatives such as the Seed Library and the 

Repair Fair. 

 

Goal 5:  Increase Library Resources 

Strategies: 

1. Increase library resources through partnering with local organizations [include grants?] 

We have reconnected with our community partners post-pandemic and have also formed new 

partnerships. We have also applied to and have been awarded a grant for a teen intern. Through 

the Friends, we have applied for a grant to get a book bike and through the foundation (and in 

partnership with Parks and Rec) we have applied for a grant to install a permanent Storywalk. 

2. Explore initiatives to advocate for an increase public funding. 

This work is being initially looked at through LDAC, though there might not be support at the 

moment for taking it to the ballot. This would be a district-wide effort and will likely be ongoing 

and build steam over the next few years. 

3. Determine staffing increases or changes required to meet strategic plan goals. 

Shasta worked with HR to create a long-term staffing plan, the first phase was put into the FY24 

budget. Further FTE increases may include more staff in youth and adult services. This plan may 

also evolve over time as we evaluate needs and/or depending on budget parameters. 

4. Work with the Library Foundation and Friends to continue to grow private support for programs 

and activities. 

This is ongoing but both groups have majorly increased contributions to the library in FY23 and 

both are strategizing on how to continue to grow support. The Foundation held its first in-

person fundraiser in 3 years in FY23.  
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Goal 6:  Engage with City Initiatives Including the Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Committee and the 

Arts, Culture and Heritage Commission. 

Strategies: 

1. Engage with the City’s Arts, Culture, and Heritage Commission. 

Shasta attends all meetings and while they are still getting their feet under them as a new 

commission, there is potential for future partnerships. 

2. Work closely with the city and county DEI Committees to develop objectives for improvement in 

diversity, equity and inclusion. 

a. Evaluate the physical space and identify initiative to better reflect the community 

We have begun this work and have moved the Spanish collection forward to a more 

central area and created seating in that area. There is more work to do on this. 

b. Review library services (collections, programs) for potential improvements 

While some work on this has begun in some areas, there is more to do and a broader 

look at the library as a whole is needed. We have funding for and intend to hire an 

intern to help with DEI collections analysis. We also are hosting programs in partnership 

with the Portland Hispanic Chamber for small business help in Spanish and we are 

hosting one of the DEI lectures series put on by the city DEI committee. We attended 

the Juneteenth event hosted by the DEI committee and have implemented more 

displays based on the DEI cultural calendar. 

c. Ensure that Library promotion and messaging is inclusive of the community 

We’ll look at this as part of Goal 2. 

d. Create a plan for regular training for staff in EDI issues and customer service 

We have increased our staff development budget. All staff attended EDI training in FY22 

and several staff have taken individual trainings in FY23. We have created a spreadsheet 

for staff training to track trainings and budget and will be intentional about 

incorporating regular DEI trainings. 

 

 

In addition, internally, staff support and development that has resumed and/or been 

added. Such as everyone’s professional development, massages, all staff days, quarterly 

all staff meetings, holiday celebration, staff zine, community garden plot, monthly or 

more often team & lead worker meetings, one-on-ones for all regular staff members, 

performance reviews are all caught up and being performed on schedule. 
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